Evaluation and quality control of a commercial 3-D dose compensator system.
A commercially available software/hardware system for automated design and fabrication of three-dimensional dose compensator molds has been tested for accuracy and precision as well as for its ability to provide adequate dose compensation at depth. To date, we have used this system to treat more than 50 patients with either head and neck or lung malignancies. In 19 head and neck patients (38 compensators) the use of a customized compensator resulted in an average reduction of dose variance in the target volume from 13.8% (range of 7%-21%) with uncompensated parallel-opposed fields to 4.5% (2%-7%) with custom-compensated parallel-opposed fields. A similar reduction was seen in the dose variation across lung tumor volumes. The custom compensators were also tested for accuracy of fabrication and positioning; both were found to be accurate within +/- 1 mm of the design specifications for all compensators tested. Last, the dosimetric properties of the compensators were studied. The ratios of measured open-beam dose profiles to measured compensated-beam dose profiles were compared with the ratio of similar profiles calculated with a treatment planning system. These ratios were equal within +/- 2.9%, thus providing evidence of the fidelity of the compensator to its design and the accuracy of the treatment planning algorithm that designs 34 each compensator.